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ABSTRACT 

The transport sector is nowaday the only sector in Europe with an increase of the green houses gases (GHG). 

Electrification of transportation systems is thus a the key challenge to face the global warning. Since 2010, the University 

of Lille regularly estimates its green houses gases, and the communiting (home-university travels) are responsible of more 

than 50% of the total GHG of its 85,000 users (students and staff). To significanclty cut the GHG of the daily mobility, 

the University of Lille has developped an interdisiciplinary programme, CUMIN (Campus of University with Mobility 

based on Innovation and carbon Neutrality), with the aims to develop its campus “Cité Scientifique” as a demonstrator 

for electro-mobility. CUMIN is composed on several projects on different aspects of electromobility: energy 

consumption, economical models of vehicles and infrastructures, driver’s habits and request, charging points with 

renewable energy, acceptability, public policies, etc.  

CUMIN has international collaborations with Canada (Univ. Trois Rivières), USA (Rochester Inst. Tech), and Belgium 

(Univ. Ghent) on some projects. An international associated laboratory has been developed between the University of 

Lille and the University of Trois-Rivières to extend the experience of Lille on a campus in North America. 

The lecture will first introduce the context of the CUMIN programme. Several projects will then be presented such as 

EVE (Electric Vehicle, Estimation of mobility for an eco-campus), REMUS (Recovery of Energy from Metros in 

University based on Sustainability of an eco-campus), TESS (Technical-Economical Study of Sustainable campuses) or 

SARA (Social Acceptance of electric vehicles in Restricted Areas). 
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